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Heartlands, Pool - Play Jumping, Cornwall
Date : August 6, 2008
Design Management Team, Heartlands
[Editorial note: The following photo essay expands upon recent postings on this blog about urban exploration, extreme landscapes and the relationships between objects, exhibitions and creative community representation].
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Photo credit: Angelina Boscarelli and Ollie Oakenshield of Rogue Theatre

http://www.roguetheatre.co.uk/index.php

The project’s holistic approach to the design process considers the widest possible ‘users’
requirements to create relevant and unique visitor experience. The aim is to create a scheme
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where the various elements within this heritage site are harmoniously connected and belong to the
whole. In this sense, the notion of play features prominently in the ‘Integrated Design’ approach
so that young people are also involved in creating the vision for Heartlands.
In this regard, popular themes to date are: adventure and climbing; slides and towers; water and
bridges; ball games; and no fences. A suite of innovative and integrated play opportunities that
young people can explore and engage with throughout the area is being sought. This requires the
participation of young people in the development of bespoke play design elements such as
‘sculptural landforms’ and public art interventions for play.
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